
So you're looking to incorporate your

company? Both Hong Kong and

Singapore are English speaking regions

with low tax rates, great banking

services and supportive legal systems. 

These qualities make both places ideal as

gateways for global entrepreneurs. 

Because of the similarities between the

two cities, there has always been a

friendly competition or sorts to become

the ultimate destination for companies

looking to set up in Asia.
For decades, South East Asia has been

trailing behind the global economy. But in

recent years the region has gained

tremendous momentum. More foreign

investors paying close attention to the

rise of wealthy middle class in countries

like Thailand, Vietnam, and Cambodia. 

However, there is a lack of

infrastructures in the systems, and these

countries are inadequate in handling large

amounts of foreign capital.

Hong KongSingapore

Ranked #3 in the world to do business

Corporate tax capped at 16.5%

Many startup incentives and exemptions

Offshore tax exemption scheme available

 Ranked #2 in the world to do business

Corporate tax capped at 17%

Many startup incentives and exemptions for         

first 3 years

The best thing about Hong Kong is that it is

situated right next to Mainland China. Being a

SAR (Special Administrative Region), it enjoys a

reasonable degree of autonomy especially when

it comes to economic policies. This makes Hong

Kong an ideal place to base your company at as

you prepare to enter the elusive Greater Bay

area and Mainland Chinese market.  As your

Hong Kong business matures, you can also use

your HK company as the parent company in a

WFOE (wholly foreign-owned entity) structure.

Requirements for company incorporation

A local director 

A local company secretary 

At least one shareholder 

At least $1 capital

An address in Singpore

A local company secretary 

At least one shareholder 

At least $1 capital

An address in Hong Kong

Sleek can help! 
Visit our website to get started

“The gateway to China”

"The gateway to Southeast Asia”

http://sleek.com/

